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iin:RODycTiON
Man's progress in the fields of Science and
Statistics has uncovered almost insurmountable
difficulties in mathematical computing.

To aid

him in his advance, man has had to equip himself
vvith the proper tools, such as electronic computing machines capable of computing and correlating
massive amounts of data in a few minutes**"''^. The
accomplishment of such computations by use of
traditional methods would require many years of
effort and cause much delay in his scientific
advancement.
Electronic circuits capable of computing have
been knoisn for many years, but only recently have
electronic computers been built which are capable
of solving complex probleaa, the solutions of which
man must have in order to advance scientifically.
The first known work on circuits that could be applied
to computers was done in 1919 by W. H. Eccles and
F. W. Jordan when they developed their trigger circuit^.

In 1937f this circuit was adapted to count to

two (a scale of two counter) by Stevenson and Getting^,
In I93B, Lifschutz and Lawson extended this scale of
two to a scale of eight counter and used this

1 West, C. I. and DeTurk, J. E., Proc. of I.R>E,>
36 12 (I948).
—
2'Burks, A. ^., Proc. of I.B.F.> 35, 8, (194?).
3 Eccles, W. H. and Jordan, P. W., Radio Review,
(Dec, 1919).
4 Stevenson E, C. and Getting, I. A., Rev. Sci,
Inst.. Vol. 8, (Nov., 1937).

counter in counting random pulses5. From 1939 to 19^2,
considerable work was done on computing circuits of
various kinds. Many of these circuits necessitated
special design of tubes and other circuit components^.
High frequency action in counters and types of indication
roost suitable for certain applications were investigated7t8,9, but the "computing brains" were not
developed until the late years of World Year II. The
EDVAC (the first of the sup^r computers) was discussed
by Von Neumann in 19^5 and a progress report was
published en the

DVAC by Eckert and Mauchly^^»-^^.

In 19^6, the Electronic Numerical Integrator and
Calculator (ENIAC) made its debut^*^*^^.
The ENIAC is a highly flexible machine which can
solve many types of difficult and ccLiplex problems.

It,

consists of two main parts^3, a memory portion and a
digital computing portion. The memory part is needed
to remeisber the instructions for the operating procedure, and the computer performs the addition and
subtraction operations. The digital computer

5 Lifschutz, H. and Lan^son, J. L., Physical Revi?v».
Vol. 53t (Jan., 1938).
6 Skeilet, A. M., Jour. Applied Physics. Vol. 13,
(1942).
7 Reich, H. J., Electronics^ Vol. 12, (Aug., 1939).

8 Tooffiin, H., Rev. S c i . I n s t . . Vol. 10, (1939.
9 Suskind, S. E. M., Electropic I n d u s t r i e s ^ Vol. 2 ,
(Nov., 194-3) •
10 Von NeumarjT, J., paper published at University
of Pennsylvania, June 30, 19^5.
11 Eckert, J. P. and Mauchly, J. Y?,, paper publish'='d
at University of Pennsylvania, September 3^, 1945.
12 Huskey, H. D., paper published at University of
Pennsylvania, June 1, 1946.
13 Burks, A. ^., Prcc. I.R.E.^ 35, 8, (194?).

portion consists of a group of trigger circuits, called
binti^ies, connected in series which ars used to handle
the addition and subtraction operations controlled by
various circuits in the memory part. This machine is
capable of solving any problem reducible to a number of
additions or subtractions or both*

The inforr.«tion or

problem is fed into the ENIAC in ti^o groups.

One group

ccntains the probliHB data in a tabulated form, and the
other group contains the instructions to the machine as
to which procedure to use in solving the problem.

The

machine produces a solution to the problem and presents
it on a punched tape.

In some of the later-type computers,

components are built Into the machine which enables it to
compute its own rr.athematical tables as it needs them.
Since 1946, irany comLuting machines have been designed and
several of them completed.

There are at the present a

small number of various types of comiuters in operation,
but they are still considered inadequate for some of
the tasks confronting them.
Of the many basic counting circuits

14

, the one in

most common use is the binary since it is simple in construction and has good stability characteristics.
circuit is a modified version of th

This

original Eccles-

Jordan trigger circuit^?. The binary, as the narre

14 See appendix a.
15 Terman, F. E., Radio Eng., (5.:cGraw-fiill,
New York, 1947), Pg. 594.

implies, is a circuit that will count to two.

In

the familiar decimal system, any nutrber may be expressed:
No.- bj-xio-f b^.i^lO^^V bN«2^10^'*^ ... ^bo^lO^.
were the coefficl-^nts bjj, bf-x> etc., may be 0 to 9 as
shown in the examples

3572 = 3 X lo3 v- 5 X 10^-^7 x 10^ -^ 2 x 10®.
Any number can be expressed in the binsry system-*-":
Number=A^,A2'V

X^^-^AZ^'K

^N-2^^'^""^ '"•^^O^^*

where the coefficients Afj, Aj^^-j^, etc., may be either
O'or 1, which is shown in th- example:
3572'=l*2^^+l-2'^^0-29^1*2^4l.27-^1.2^-fl*2^^1.2Vc-2i/l*2^
-h0*2'-f 0-2<^.
It can be seen that any combination of 0 and 1 may be
made to represent cjny number in th * binary system.

This

makes the binary system readily applicable to electroric
computers, since the coefficients 0 or 1 C£n represent
an active or inactive circuit respectively, or viceversa.

If some means of indication is adapted to the

circuit to tell whether the circuit is active or inactive,
the coefficients a^^, an-i,«/v.j., AQ may be represented by this
indication.

Thus a computer m-y h- formed by using as

many binaries as there are powers of two in the number
(a binsry progression has Nfi powers of two).
A trigger circuit^' is a circuit which can be
changed from one stable condition to another stable

16 Oystein, 0., Number Theory and Its Ilist,^
(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1948).
17 Terman, F. E., Op. Cit.

condition by the proper application of a trigger
pulse.

The Eccles-Jordan circuit is a directly

coupled trigger circuit >?hich has two stable states.
It is sometiu.es referred to as a "fllp-i'ioop" circuit,
since one trigger pulse will "flip" the circtit from one
condition to the other, and a second trigger pulse will
"flop" the circuit back to its original ccrditicn.
In fig. 1, assume that tube 1 (Tj^) is conducting,
and tube 2 (T2) is cut off b'j- the bias developed across
the grid resistor.(H^) of T2 by the voltage division of
three series resistors (Eg, R4, and R^) from the high voltage
supply (Bf) to Iho bias supply.

The bias d--!veloped

across the grid resistor (Rz) of T, by the voltage
division of 3 resistors (i-j^, H^, and R^) from B-*-to the
bias supply is such as to ellow 1-^ to corduct. Now if
a ne^^ative pulse cf the right magnitude is applied to
the signal input in the mutual grid circuits, T, will
be driven past cutoff tnd grid of T^ wi]l be biased
more negatively.

The negative pulse is enplified by T^

and applied to the -rid of T2 by F:^<fH^ as a large
positive pulse that will cverride the negative signal
pulse on T2 and let T2 conduct,

vhen T2 starts conducting,

the grid of T^ is driven further negative by the aunplification of Tp through l:,*^^^^^ pxCiucinc £: cumulative effect
which results in T^ gainirg control, and T^ being biased

well belov^ cutoff.
If a positive pulse wary to be applied, the
tube in control (T2) would draw more current, and an
amplified negative pulse would override the effect
on Ti of the positive signal pulse. Thus, T2 would
remain in control. The application of c. not her
negative pulse to the signal input of the trigger
circuit would result in T^ regaining control and
T2 being biased past cut-oif.

This action, re-

sulting in a change in the quiescent state of the
circuit, is almost instantaneous.
In fig. 2, th^ indicators are showiag that
condition "0-1" exists. This indicates that the
binary is in the "0-1" state.

If the other tube

had been conducting (this condition would exist
if one pulse was applied across the grid resistor
R-), the binary would have indicated the "1-0"
state.

It is seen that a series of binaries

(each triggered by a pulse from the preceeding
binary) could be made to indicate a r uir^ber as
a power of two, since a binary delivers only
one trigger pulse to the next binary for each
two pulses applied to it.
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ANALYSIS AND DLGIGN OF A BINARY
A study of any electiouic equipment falls
n^turiilly into two branches, a steady state
analysis ai-.d a transient analysis.

The following

analysis and calculations deal with the steady state
since in only very fest computers must account be
taken of dynamic considerations such as pulse rise
time, per-cent sag of « prise top, resolution time
of a counter, etc.
The basic Eccles-Jordan circuit in fig. 1 was
slightly rrodified to the circuit in fig. 2.

This

icdlfied circuit was chosen to increase the ease
of pulsirg, increase stability, decrease the
possibilities of interaction in the grid circuits,
and make the design problems easier.
The method of design used is based on the fact
that two resistors in parallel will divide the total
current flow to them inversely proportional to their
value, and two resistors in series will divide the
voltage across them proportional to their value. Thus,
if lines representing two resistances (the voltage or
current for one resistor shown increasing positively fror
left to right, and the voltage or current for the
other shown increasing positively from right to left)
are drawn on a graph of current vojsus voltage, their

crossing point .ill determine the division of current or
volt&ge.

The design problem now becomes that of find-

ing the voltage and current distribution in the binary
circuit of fig. 2.

In this figure, the shaded tube is

assumed conducting, while the other tube is assumed
completely cut off (inactive) by a large negative bias.
This pernits the replacing of the conducting tube by
its equivalent circuit, and the complete ommission of
the non-conducting tube. The equivalent circuit of
fig. 2 is shown in fig. 3.

The system of graphical

analysis^ used was divised for a binary using a common
cathode resistor instead of a common grid resistor.
The resistor Rg, carrying the current Ig-^I^j presents a
voltage drop E„ regardless of which tube is conducting;
and it iray be ommitted as shown in fig. 4.

If the top

of the corrjson grid resistor R^ (point P' of fig. 2 and
fig. 3) is taken as the voltage reference, the resistor
R

is then inserted (mathematically) between r^ and

the zero voltage level and is equal in value to

i^j

This permits the connection of rp to the zero voltage
level, Ahich greatly simplifies the following graphical
analysis by replacing Ecc (transferred to the new
voltage leval) by RflJ^b* ^^^ ^^^ above assumptions
and difinitions are shown in the laodified equivalent
circuit of fig. 4, where R^^Ra'^^^' ^^^n the values

1 Stevens, L. D., "Analysis and Design of
Trigger Circuits", Unpublished Paper.

,

(0

of the equivalent circuit of fig. 3 a^'- determined,
the voltage E- is selected which will give the best
results (will prevent driving the grid of the next
tube positive, yet insure tripping action in the next
tube) with

Et> (fig. H ) . The grid resistor Rg is

then determined.

A simplification of the equivalent

circuit is shown in fig. 5 where R^ « (i'^-^Ra)Rb . In
each of the two arms of the circuit in fig. 5* there
are tvso resistors, one resistor in each arm being R]^.
Fig. 6 shows the construction which can be made for
this circuit if R^^ is assumed with a reversed slope.
The voltage division between Rj and R^, and R]^ ^ ^
R_ can then be determined.

This procedure of de-

termining the current or voltage distrioution is
continued until all the circuit values are known.
In this design, the values of R,, E|j|j-Eg, Ix, and
-^Eu were chosen.

However, With the choice of any

four values, the remaining parameters may be determined,
After determining the values as in fig. 6, fig. 7 may
be constructed for the purpose of determining the
current division in the total resistance R^.

Here,

thv- value of R^ (R^-^Ba), R^ and the voltage across
Re (E-,)
• have been determined as a result cf fig. 7.
The combinatior, of fig. 6 rnd fig, 7 into fig. 8
allows a direct graphical solution of H , P^^, R«j',
and Rx*

Ra-RT^^p ^^^y ^® detrrrined from the tube

characteristics as shewn in fig. 9.

Vith the aid

//

of the tube characteristic curves, assuming a
load of R-^ with a plate voltage of Ex ^^^ *
grid voltage of zero, the value of Ip may be
f^und.

The voltage en the grid of the tube

becomes Ej^«Eg^..Eg"RaIb»

^i^i^ ^kf ^'l* ^2» ^2

end I3 known, R2, R3 and the difference in
the grid voltage bet.^een the conducting and
non-conducting states (E
as shown in fig. 10.

) may be determined

In some cases where E^^=^Fc

is a known vslue, the solutions ray be worked in
reverse.
The cofrplete solution is shown in fig. 11
and the method used is as follows:
Values of S|j^-Egal95v., Rx«50kJi, Ix*2.5 s^a-> &nd
90v* were assumed.

E^«

Instead of some other value, A E ^

was chosen because it is the voltage used in the indication circuits and is the voltage difference between the high and low plate of any binary.
allows Rx» R© and R^ to be constructed.

This

Then R«p

was drawn, and with an assumed value of R2«140kji.
(whioh allows

E^Q«25V*

"^EC,

the amount of

negative bias on the non-conanoting tube), Ro can
be drawn in, thus completing the graphical solution.
Since a

E^ of 90v is the pulse height appearing

across Rg of the next binary, Eg was selected as

/2-

105 volts. Therefore, since 12+13=1•105^4. from

the graph, Rg= J | ^ "-iM^H.

« 95-lK .

In tabulated form, the results are:
Ebb=^9?i^Fg= 3OCV.
«cc*^k + ^r

^50v.

Rx =50k-«i..
Rg sUCk-""
R-j =60k-^.
Rg =95k^.
C »50 /lycf. Chosen so that -x^RC 10ms.
It should be noted at this point that the
graphical solution, while the easiest, is not the
f-nly method of solving for the values of a binary
circuit.

An a gebraic analysis was also used.

In the equivalent circuits of H g . 3 and fig. 4,
the values of Sbb-Kg=3.95v. and Hx«50k-^ and Ix«2.5roa.
are assumed.
Eg)-IxRl^70v.

This allows the calculation of Ex*(^^bb""
1J^ order to proceed with this solution,

a Vclue of S]£ must be assumed so that E}t*Ecc*^g"^3 l2This voltage determines the plate current of the tube
which should not excaed the rating cf the tube so that
the tube, in order to have complete control, is carrying
considerable more current than is flowing in the resistance R2'''^3*^b*

I* ^^^ decided that since the tube

(each trlode is half of a 6SN7) was operating at 0 grid
voltiige, a value of E^^sJOv. would give a suitable plate
voltage (20 v.) and a good ratio of ift«-6.5-

From these

considerations, the branch current I3 was found to be
about 0.35ffia»

^J^is determines the value of R^= Si. =2.C0k .

^3

f3

which allows the branch current, lo'J^^^Z fi*o.78ma.
2^81 Rb
to be calculated since E^«R3l2» R 3 " S L ~ 64k-^f rom
I2
which R2«Rb-^3^^36 K ^ The value of^Eb('^?b"^2*^l"
R, l2-E-L=155-70*85v.) is considered in the selection
of E , Just as in the graphical solution.

E^ is

Eff

selected as 105v., giving Rg» I2 I3 *95k 9 ^bb"
(E|3^-Eg)fEgs300v., and Eec=%+^g" i?<^«
In tabulated form, the results ares
Ebb-300v.
Ecc*i50v*

Rx = 50k .
R2 SI36 k^«l40 k ^
R^ = 64 k>v.=*?60 k ^
Rg = 95 k ^
So far, only the design of the binary circuit
proper has been considered.

However, if indicator

loads are not considered negligible (as they sometimes
are), then the new values of R^ and Rb are R^' and Rb*•
The graphical solution of V-^^ may be used to find only
R|^, at which point, the solution proceeds as shown in
fig. 11. The nev, circuits of Rb* ^^^ Re* ^^^ their
solutions are shown in fig. 12 and fig. I3.

Difficulties

arise in the algebreic solution duo to considerations of
indicator loads, whereas the ease with which the graphical solution Cfn handle the added circuits is shown in
fig. 12 and fig. 13. A glow discharge tube, the HE
51, in series wXth approximately a one megohm resistep
was chosen for each indiestor, and any unbalancing

/f
effects on the binaries caused by the indicator
circuits were neglected.

The connection of

the indicator circuits, as shown in fig. l8,
will next be discussed in detail.

am
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TEE MATRIX AND SYSTEMS OF BESET
If N binaries are connected in a binary
chain, (that is, in seri'^s v»ith output to
input), the largest count recorded would be 2^.
(Actually, before the zero condition is reached,
the counter would have counted 2^-1 times.) A
chain of binaries could be connected to give
any desired count capacity.

In industry where

maximum counting oapacity is required, a chain
of binaries is generally satisfactory.

In some

computing machines a chain of binaries would
meet the requirements, but such a system has
a serious drawback.
Indicator systems on a binary chain would
indicate the count as a binary progression.
This is undesirable, since the decimal progression
is recognized as the easiest system to use in
counting.

For this reason, it is desirable

to have decimal indication from a computer.
From the decade count developement, fig. 14,
it is seen that four binaries in series (commonly
called a decide) will count to 15 before zero
condition is reached on the 16t^. count.

In

order to have the decade reach zero condition on
the tenth count, it is evident that six counts must
be lost.

Since there are 8 circuits (4 binaries)

'1 r^)

and 2 conditions (on or off), there are l6 conditions
in which a decade may exist.

If we choose to use

only 10 of these, there are 8,008 ways to lose
6 counts.

Many of these are impractical and

many lead to vary complex circuits.

G. C. Lagomarsini

has shown that there are 96 favorable methods of
resetting a decade to obtain decimal indication.
Resetting a decade requires that the decade
be forced to assume a count when a pulse is applied
to it (i.e., advance a number of counts, thus
eliminating the number of counts between the
position the decade would normally assurre and
the forced position to which it is advanced.
Feedback systems between certain binaries are used
to accomplish reset, with a system of feedback
being determined by which counts are to be lost.
Fig. 14 ahows the condition of the binaries in
a decade for each of its I6 states.

It can be

seen that if any number is replaced by a later
number, then the intervening counts are lost.
FOP example, if en the lOt^ pulse, the decade
is forced to assume its original zero condition,
the counts 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and I6 will be
lost.

Or if, on the 4jy^ pulse, the counter

is forced to assume the "6* position, counts -*
and 5 will be lost.

The arrows in fig. 14 are

zz
used to designate a negative pulse output of
one binary applied to the following binary.
The feedback system ctn be determined by
utilizing these negative pulses to force
reset of the proper binaries to the desired
condition.

Four systems of reset will be

considered.
(1) Resetting the second binary (which
represents Ax^i in the binary progression)
three tines, a total of 6 counts lost.
(2) Resetting the second binary once and
the third binary once losing numbers 4,5,8,9,10,
and 11, a total of 6 counts^.
(3) Resetting the decade to zero on the
tenth pulse.
(4) Resetting the decide to 6 by the l6
pulse by a presetting process.
These systems are mentbned as examples.
The fourth method, presetting, will be discussed
^.

in detail in a separate section.

Of these methods,

the simplest is the ^rd; that is, allowing the
binary to run normally and forcing it to reset
to the zero condition on the tenth pulse.

1 Bliss, ^^. H.- Elect/-ical Fngineerinry
68, 4, (April, 1949).

z^
Looking at fig. 14, it is seen that binary 2
and binary 4 must be reversed in order to force
the decade to the zeto state.

This is accomplished

by applying part of the output pulse of binary 1 to
the right hand tube of binary 4 as shown in fig. l8.
This trips binary 4, which deliv rs a negative
pulse to the succeeding decade. Part of this
output pulse of binary 4 is brought back to the
input of the left hand tube of binary 2 and is
ad;justed in amplitude so as to overide the pulse
output of binary 1 applied to binary 2, thus preventing the tripping of binary 2 on the lOtb pulse.
In this way, the decade has been forced to automatically reset itself to the zero stste. The
feedback capacitors used to produce this resetting
action may be found in the circuit of fig. 18.
This system of reset, like all others, must be
inoperative for all pulses except the tenth pulse
which must force the resetting action.

Binary 4

does not change to the condition where it could
be flipped by the pulses from binary 1 until the
8jj;fe count.

On the 8i|i pulse, the effect of the

pulse from binary 1 to binary 4 through a feedback capacitor is overridden by the pulse from
binary 3 to binary 4.

On the ninth pulse, only

binary 1 is affected, and on the lOth pulse, the
reset action occurs.

l^
Now that the decade has been limited to
counting from 1 to 10, the Indication circuit
can be changed to indicate a decimal progression
instead of a binary progression.

This requires

a combination of plate voltages on the indicator
instead of the one plate voltage as used for
binary progression indication.

The problem

becomes one of selecting the proper plate
voltages which will fire the correct indicator
for one count while not causing it to fire on
any other count.

It will be noticed in fig. 14

that binary 1 alternates for each count, that
it is in the one condition for all odd counts,
end that it is in the alternate condition for
all even counts.

Since an indicator is fl^ed

by the potential difference existing between
the low plate of binary 1 and the high plates
of binaries 2, 3 and 4, the voltage developed
at the plate of binary 1 can be used to determine .'^hich set (even or odd) of indicator
lights will have the correct voltage on their
"a" side shown in fig. 14 a.

The Voltage on

the "b" side of the indicator determines which
indicator is lit and is a combination of the
plate voltages of binaries 2, 3, anu 4,

In

z^
fig. 14, the left hand indicator when dark
shows that the left hand plate of the binary
is high end the right hand indicator ^hen
fired) shows that the right hand plate of the
binary is low.

The "a" side is low and the

"b" side is high to fire the indicator.

To

prevent spurious firing when "a" is hirh and
"b" is low, the "a" bus was tapped down on
the plate resistors of binary 1, This lowered
the voltage on the "a" bus and decreased the
value of voltage across the indicator so that
enough voltage is present to fire the indicator
when "a" is low and "b" is high, but not
enough voltage is present when "a" is high
and "b" is low. This is shown in detail in
fig. 15.
As shown in fig. 14 a, the right hand plate
of binary 1 is connected to the "a" side of the
even indicators and the left hand plate of
binary 1 is connected to the "a" side cf the
odd indicators. To obtain the high voltage
on the "b" bus for the zero indicator, three
voltages are required.

Looking at fig. 14, it

will be seen that these voltages come from the
left hand plates of binaries 2, 3, end 4.

The

z^
only other time this condition occurs (remember
the decade in reset on the 10th count) is for
count number 1, but here, binary 1 has reversed
its condition, so indicator 1 will be fired
and indicator zero will not be fired.

To

obtain the high voltage on the "b" bus for
indicators 2 and 3, the right hcnd plate of
binary 2 and the left hand plates of binaries
3 and 4 ane connected together. This system
of selection of voltages is repeated until all
ten indicator lights have the necessary connections.

In fig. 14 a, it will be noted that the

indicator lights are connected by 500K ohm
resistors to the proper plates of the binaries.
These resistors act as current limiters for the
neon indicators (NR-51's) and tend to isolate
each plate from every other plate in the decade.
For any other system of reset, the same
procedure may be followed for determining the
feedback and indicator connections.

Instead

of three connections to the "b" bus, only two
are required when the resetting action eliminates
the possibility of a condition being duplicated
before the lOtJti pulse. A system of this type
2

i s used by Varren H. B l i s s i n h i s c o u n t e r .

/«
2 B l i s s , J . H., El3c1^yj^<^at E|n^4.fieerififi,
6 8 , 4 (April, 1949).

11

This system eliminates 5 resistors in the
indicator circuit and is mentioned as an
example of reset of binary 2 on the fourth
count and binary 3 on the 8^|i

count,

eliminating conditions 4, 5» 8, 9f 10, and 11.
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PRESETTING A DECADE
If the output pulse of a computer or
counter is used to control some action, the
computer will run its full count before the
control action is exercised.

Should it

become necessary for a computer to exercise
control before it has run its full count, a
system of preset must be connected to the
counter.

For example, if a decade is required

to count 7 pulses before it initiates any
control action, the decade must be preset
to where it indicates number 3»
Preset systems, like indicator systems,
are determined by the reset action. The
simplest preset system utilizes a single pulse
which is applied simultaneously to the necessary
grids of c decade, thus forcing it to assume
some condition other than zero.
Looking at fig. 14, it is seen that tn
preset to a particular condition, a negative
pulse must be applied to each stage that
should be non-conductinj:. For example, to
preset to three, a regular pulse must be
applied to the right hand stage of binaries
1 and 2 and to the left hand stage of binaries

S7
3 and 4.

To preset to eight, a negative pulse

must be applied to the left hand stage of
binaries 1, 2 and 3, and to the right hand
stage of binary 4.
In 1945, an article was published which
illustrated a system of preset using an
arrangement of single-pole, double-throw
swltche^i.

However, a 10 position wafer

switch is much simpler to use.

In fig. I6

and fig. 17 are shown four such switches with
. ; < ^ - ;

:

; > » : • - »

the detail of their connectlcns. These switches
are mounted in tandem and are connected for
a decade reset on the 10th. count. To pre-ent
interaction of the grids due to the preset
connections, a large resistor is inserted in
the pulse input lead on each wafer switch. A
resistor of about 50O K-^was selected, since
between any two grids there would be two
resistors or one megohm, which is large
enough to give good isolating action.
Preset, like reset, can be either manual
or automatic.

Automatic presetting is accomplished

1 "Preset Interval Timer", Electronic
Industries. 4, 7, (June, 1^45).

32.

by utilizing the output pulse of a decade
to trigger a pulse generator.

This pulse

generator diilivers a single pulse to the
preset input.

The position of the preset

switch determines to which grids the pulse
is applied, and thus determines which
condition the decade assumes.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS
So far, some of the problems encountered
in Lhe design of a binary suitable for use
in computers have been subjected to detailed
examination.

The graphical analysis adapted

to the binary of fig. 2 is a flexible one
which might be adapted to a counter using
transistors as triodes.
The problems of resetting, presetting
and indication have been solved with the aid
of the chart shown in fig. 14, which is used
to find the connections and circuit additions
needed to make a decade count to ten. This
chart vsfas used as the basis of design of the
reset, preset, and indicator circuits and
will work for any reset system desired.
The designed binaries oper; ted accurately
and were found to function properly for a
wide range of plate voltage and bias voltage.
It was noted, however, that the bias voltage
must be held in the same ratio to the plate
voltage as the design called for. The plate
voltage and bias voltage were calculated as
300v:and 150'V:respectively.

A variation in

3(r
^bb ^^ ~ ^5-^. and in E^^of i 12.5^.showed that
these values are not critical around their
calculated value, provided their ratio remains constant.

Voltages recorded for the

designed binary showed:
fV<?^ "I^H

TA.I

E^l3«300^. 300-^/^
Ecc=i50vt 150 ^
E^r82 ^. 90 ^
Eg =149'^ 1 5 5 ^
E^ 5=67 v: 67 -^
F-c = 3 0 AT. I 25 or

The indicator circuits required about ICO microamps for each binary, which is small compared
to :he current required oy the binary.
The value of the grid resistor (R3 in fig. 2)
was found to be more critical than that of any
Whether resistor. The resistors for each side
of the binary had to be carefully matched in
order to obtain symetriacl operation of the
binary.

The resistors in the indicator circuits

were found to be non-critical in value. This
was expected since these are used as dropping
resistors and act as isolating resistors in
the plate circuits.

The same is true for the

resistors in the preset circuit.

3^
The binaries exhibited V3ry stable
cjaar act eristics and counted continuously
in the frequency range of 60 cps. to
27,000 cps.

The upper limit may be extended

almost inarfinitely by using shunt peaking
in the plate circuits and decreasing the time
constants in the plate to grid circuits. This,
however, is accomplished by the use uf transient
analysis methods.
Variation in the input pulse amplitude
had little effect on the operation of the binaries.
T>ipping action was^positive when the input pulse
amplitude was above 1 2 ^ and below Eg(105'»^«) The
input pul e width had to be determined experimentally.

The pulse was found to be most

effective when it was taken from an RC
differentiator i^ith a tire constant of RCs
7 to 10m. sec.

This time constant was also

used in the plate to grid circuit of the binaries
and produced dependabl;^ counting action.
The amplitude rf the feedback pulses were
also determined experimentally.

The decade

was found to operate best when this feedback
pulse was the same in value as the pulse output

i7
of a binary and shorter in duration (RC of
f edback pulse ^ 10 m. sec.).
The above results show that the
characteristics of a rodified Eccles-Jordan
trigger circait make it suitable for the
mathematical operations of a decade counter.
These same characteristies show that this
trigger circuit is suitable for any binary
or decade operation-^ in a computer or in
the field of electronics in general.

1 Stevens, L. D.»and Knapton, J. H.,
Electronics. 22, 12 (Dec., 1949).
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APPT^.HDIX

APPENDIX
CIRCUITS I'KICH MAY FORM THE BASIS OF

CI.'T HTERS

The binary chain, the ring chain and the
ladder may be considered the three main types
of bfcsic counting circuits.
A ring chain (consisting of N stages has N
stable states, just as a binary (a ring chain
of 2 stages) has t^o stable statos. However,
a ring-of-N circuit differs from the true
binary in that it counts around a ring of
circuits. A ring-of-three is shown in fig.
23, and uses thyratrons. This counter has
three stable states, and operates as follows:
The setup or preparation principle is used
here. One tuba at a time is conductin.3, and
it prepares the next tube in the ring to
receive the next drive pulse. This is done
by causing the bias of any given tube to be
supplied partially from the cathode resistor
of the preceeding tube. The prepared tube
thus has less bias than other off tubes and
so will be the next to trip. Kick-back
capacitors are connected between adjacent
plates, so that when one of the gas tubes
fires, it vill extinguish the preceding one
which had been on •*'•

1 Bliss, W. H., Electrical Engineering:y

68, 4, (I949).

ff
In fig, 24 is shown a ring-of-fivs circuit^
whxch operates on the same principle as the
ring-of-three.

Here, a combination of four

voltages on the rrid determines which tube
is set up to trigger when the next trigger
pulse is applied to the pulse bar.
The ladder typeB is also of the setup
type principle, but here ; number cf neon
tubes are set up.

In the circuit of fig,22,

a positive pulse is applied to the cathode
resistor of Tx» which is normally conducting.
This pulse is amplified and a large positive
pulse is forced by Lx to appear acroc:s the
bleeder froin point b to ground.

However,

due to L^* the pulse is £ oplied across b-c»-c
to ground.

This pulse ignites N Sx» ( hich

is not fired since the potential across it
is inadequate to ignite it) at which time the
voltage across NEx drops to its sustaining
vclue.

After the first pulse, the potential

across NE2 rises from

EQ^

to

EQ^

^CC»»

is just below the Igniting potential.

which
NE2 is

2 Shfirpless; T. K., U^^XV^nU^, 21, 3, (1948).
3 Reynolds, ., "A Study of the :?E-51 Glcv.
Discharge tube and tzs Applications", Unpublished
Paper.

-?<
ignited when the second positive ^.ulse is
applied to T-j^. This action continues on
down the ladder until the lOt^i pulse is applied.
On application of the lOt]! pulse,

NB-J_Q

is

ignited and a positive pulse appears across R4.
This pulse initiates the action of the next
stajje, and at the s .me time, it is applied to
the grid of IS*

^^^ ^^ this positive grid

pulse, Tx applies a large negative pulse from
b to ground, extinguishing the NE tubes.
Thus, the first sta^^e is back in its quiescent
condition ready to be pulsed a^aln.
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